49th International Film Festival of India, Goa
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Organised by
Federation of Film Societies of India

In collaboration with
International Film Festival of India &
Entertainment Society of Goa

FFSI WELCOMES YOU TO THE OPEN FORUM
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The OPEN FORUM is an important event which is being organised at the festival
venue by the International Film Festival of India with the active cooperation by the
Federation of Film Societies of India (FFSI).
The Open Forum is organised with an objective to bring - Festival organisers, Film
Industry Professionals, Film Makers, Media personnel, Film critics and Delegates to
share their experience, opinions, and suggestions etc., related to cinema in general
and also in particular about the IFFI. This was first introduced by FFSI at
Thiruvananthapuram IFFI in 1988. Now, it is 30th year of its existence.
The Open Forum has been an important popular platform to deliberate various
issues/topics (selected by DFF) connected to Film Industry and Film Festival. This is the
only platform where the IFFI delegates will get an opportunity to interact with the film
personalities.
The Directorate of Film Festivals (DFF) and the Entertainment Society of Goa (ESG)
has taken keen interest in providing all the support in making the Open Forum a
success.
The proceedings of the Open Forum will be brought out by FFSI like every year.
We request you to participate in the Open Forum every day at 1.30 p.m.

Bh. S. S. Prakash Reddy
Convener, Open Forum &
Regional Secretary, FFSI (SR)

OPEN FORUM TEAM
From Left:
V.V. Maheshwara Rao, RCM-SR, Hyderabad
Bh.S.S. Prakash Reddy,
Convener & Regional Secretary-SR, Hyderabad

R.K. Pal, RCM-SR, Kolkata
Syam, G.K., Secretary-SR, Hyderabad
Kirvan V Shantaram, President, FFSI - Mumbai
N. Shashidhara, Vice President-SR, Bengaluru
C.S. Ravikumar, Treasurer-SR, Hyderabad
Kambalapalli Krishna,
RCM-SR, Nalgonda, Telangana

DAY ONE - 22 NOVEMBER 2018
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From Left:

Mr. Prakash Reddy
Mr. Senthil Rajan
Mr. Mr. Nagathihalli Chandrasekhar
Mr. Kiran V Shantaram
Mr. Chaitanya Prasad
Ms. Marianne Borgo
Mr. Rahul Rawail
Mr. Amit R Agarwal
TOPIC
The Role of Film Festivals in promoting
film culture and the need for spreading
the film festivals across the country

SPEAKERS
Mr. Chaitanya Prasad

Mr. SenthilRajan

Mr. Kiran V Shantaram

Additional Director General
Directorate of Film Festivals
Ministry of Information & Broadcasting

OSD,
International Film Festival of
India-2018

President, FFSI

Mr. Rahul Rawail

Mr. Amit R Agarwal

Chairman,
Indian Panorama-2018

Head, Global Film Festival India,
New Delhi

Ms. Marianne Borgo
Actress, France

Mr. Nagathihalli Chandrasekhar
Chairman, Karnataka Chalanachitra Academy,
Bengaluru

'IFFI is the people's festival,' Chaitanya Prasad
The 49th edition of the International Film Festival set the reel rolling on cinemas from across the world. Along
with the myriad workshops, talks, the annual Open Forum, in it's 30th year, opened amongst an august
gathering of luminaries from the film fraternity.
Under the aegis of the Federation of Film Societies Of India (FFSI), the 2018 edition deliberated on a
pertinent topic: The Role of Film Festivals in promoting film culture and the need for spreading the film
festivals across the world.
Chief Guest Chaitanya Prasad, Additional Director General, Directorate of Film Festivals, Ministry of
Information and Broadcasting in his inaugural address shared that platforms like the Open Forum give a
'push to the varied representations to the cinema in this country.'
He called IFFI 'as the people's festival'. “IFFI is not a Government festival. It is your festival. It is about people
who love cinema, people who know cinema better than us, who can understand contemporary trends,” he
noted.
With IFFI celebrating it's silver anniversary next year, Prasad reached out to crucial stakeholders to offer
their valuable feedback in fitting together a beautiful bouquet of ideas or form a positive puzzle on Indian
cinema. “The 50th year will be a big moment for us because that is how India will open out to the world. The
whole process of taking things forward takes place through other critical stakeholders,” he said.
Continuing the discussion on the day's topic, Rahul Rawail, Chairman, Indian Panorama-2018 and veteran
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filmmaker who has served on the jury last
year and subsequent national awards said
that the journey has been enriching.
He praised the variety and quality of
Indian films being made and was averse to
use of word 'regional cinema.' In his view,
cinema was all encompassing.
Rawail stressed on the need to build avenues
to screen such films. He lamented, “The tragedy
is that films like these don't get exposure. The
biggest mafia is the multiplexes who should be
promoting cinema instead of sale of sandwiches and
samosas.” He elaborated that the role of film societies is to promote cross cultural films across the country.
Award winning director, lyricist, Nagathihalli Chandrasekhar, Chairman, Karnataka Chalanachitra
Academy, Bengaluru spoke of a decentralised move to take cinema to the smaller towns . “We should think
beyond metros. This is the way to uphold social, creative values in cinema,” he said.
He felt that film festivals unify, interact and contribute to the culture of cinema.
Amit Agarwal, consultant for film festivals pointed that given the huge number of festivals, maintaining a key
USP was important in differentiating IFFI from the rest. Understanding what the festival was offering as a
valuable take away to the filmmaker would help reach out to more. He elucidated that Cannes for instance
attracts investors because it has carved a niche in creating a market.
In response, focussing on the contribution of the Film Bazaar, Senthil Rajan, OSD International Film Festival of
India-2018 stated that the some of the best Indian films that have hit international market like Lunch Box
were nurtured in the film bazaar. The 2013 film directed
by Ritesh Batra did well at the box office and won
the Critics Week Viewers Choice Award also
known as Grand Rail d'Or.
In spreading the joy of cinema, he said that
the DFF had the best collection of Indian films.
These could be screened by the film societies
at various locations. “Any film society which
needs to organise a film festival can reach
out to us. We can send the films to you.”The
list of films is available in the website.
Kiran V Shantaram, President FSSI in his
introductory remarks broached the
authorities to switch the duration of the
Open Forum to it's original six days instead
of three. He also mentioned that the
association has started campus film societies
with an aim of spreading film culture and it was receiving a 'fantastic response.'
Marianne Borgo, actress from France also spoke on the occasion. The event was hosted by Prakash Reddy,
Convenor, Open Forum who welcomed the gathering.
FSSI has it's humble beginnings in Thiruvananthapuram in 1988 it has grown in strength every year to
establishing many societies across the country.

DAY TWO - 23 NOVEMBER 2018
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From Left:

Mr. N. Shashidhara
Mr. Subhash Chheda
Ms. Jannike Ahlund
Mr. A.K. Bir
Mr. Prakash Magdum,
Mr. R. Dhanaraj
Mr. Karthik J. Shinde
TOPIC
The urgent need for digitalization,
restoration and preservation of cinema
for the posterity

SPEAKERS
Mr. A.K. Bir

Ms. Jannike Ahlund

Mr. Prakash Magdum,

Film-maker,
Technical Committee Chairman,
IFFI-2018

Director,
Ingmar Bergman Center.
Sweden

Director,
National Film Archive of India,
Pune

Mr. Subhash Chheda

Mr. R. Dhanaraj

Mr. Karthik J. Shinde

Head - Archival Acquisition,
Mumbai

Film Producer, Karnataka

Film Director, Mumbai

Saving India’s Cinema for Posterity
India’s diverse cinema has caught the attention and imagination of film fraternities across the world. Right
from the 1913 first silent film Raja Harishchandra by Dadasaheb Phalke to the present, the country has
presented a bouquet of movies that spans regions, languages and cultures. But what happens once these
films have lasted their run at the box office?
Preservation of India’s cinematic heritage in this context is crucial. Day 2 at the Open Forum brought to fore
‘The urgent need for digitization, restoration, and preservation of cinema for posterity?’
Opening the discussion was renowned filmmaker, Technical Committee Chairman, IFFI 2018, A.K. Bir. He
noted that technology has greatly helped in restoring the films that suffered from aging, chemical changes
and other defects over the long years. Digitization has enabled these to be preserved in the same depth
and colour in which it was initially made.
However he observed that, ‘sometimes the person who is connected to the restoration process may be
influenced by the technology to create a new look to the original work that was created years ago.’
Here the amount of enhancement depends on the ‘ethical sense’ of the restorer. He maintained that original
depth and tonality of the original work has to be retained.
From India, the conversation moved to restoration of Swedish films. Jannike Ahlund, Director, Ingmar Berman
Centre, Sweden shared that the conservation process of the archive began in 2010 with substantial aid
from the Government. She mentioned that the funds allotted was somewhere to the tune of 4 million USD.
Though the idea started as a pilot project, it has done well. By next year 500 films will be restored from
their archive of 12,000 Swedish analogue films.
They began with the celebrated Swedish filmmaker Ingmar Berman’s movies in light of the centenary year
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celebrations. All his movies have been
restored and travelled to retrospectives at
film festivals across the world.
She went through the selection process for
restoring films. Several
committees
systematically go through the films and
decide what order they should be preserved,
she said. They made no distinction between
good or bad films as each movie was a
representation of society at that time.
During this entire procedure, finding who owns the
rights to these old films often posed a task, she added. Since many filmmakers have passed on, the institute
undergoes an exhaustive research process to trace the relatives who may possess the rights to the work.
In India the task of restoring the country’s large body of movies lies in the hands of Prakash Magdum,
Director, National Film Archive of India, Pune and his team. From an archival perspective, he noted, celluloid
is the best long term process available. “If you keep it in a controlled atmosphere, it can last more than 150
years,” he said.
While digitisation is all a rage these days, he found that with rapidly transforming technology, this form is
not convenient.
The department, he stated would selectively digitize certain films. From 2009, 565 films have been
preserved digitally. Out of which 325 have been restored at 2k level. They plan to raise the number to
almost 4,000 films digitally by 2021.
Apart from the large chunk of films, the archives also possess huge documentation material like scripts,
working stills, posters. All these have undergone digitization as well.
KiranShantaram, President FSSI said that the federation plays and important role in bringing the old
cinema to the younger generation. The V Shantaram Foundation has around 10,000 books on cinema about
filmmakers from Tamil, Telugu and Marathi industries.
Subhash Chheda, Head-Archival Acquisition, Mumbai took the audience on his personal journey of
restoring films and collating a huge database of old film magazines and other memorabilia.
When a question was raised about the Intellectual Property Rights for old cinema, Madgum responded that
according to the Indian Copyright Act, any
film comes into the public domain after 65
BOOK RELEASE years of release.
R Dhanraj a filmmaker from the South spoke
of his individual attempts in archiving his
films. Karthik Shinde, film director from
Mumbai was also present.
The proceedings were presided by N
Shashidhara, Vice President, FSSI, Southern
Region.
The deliberations opened with the book
release by Kiran V Shantaram, President,
FFSI, written by N Gopalkrishna from
Hyderabad on the life of noted Telugu
filmmaker K.B. Tilak.

DAY THREE - 24 NOVEMBER 2018
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From Left:

Mr. N. Shashidhara
Mr. Pampally
Mr. Vinod Ganatra
Mr. Shaji N Karun
Mr. David Shapiro.
TOPIC
The New Media is opening new
opportunities for the
survival of the film industry

SPEAKERS
Mr. Shaji N Karun

Mr. Vinod Ganatra

Film-maker, India

Chairman, Non-Feature Films, IFFI-2018

Mr. Pampally

Mr. David Shapiro

Film-maker, Lakshadweep Island

Uplifting Cinema Pvt. Ltd., USA

Heart Speaks Through Cinema
Cinema through the generations has captured the stories and creative inspirations of the filmmakers across
the world. Though modern advancements have raised the bar on how films are made, it is the heart of the
story teller that still remains the true essence of the movie. This the panellists on Day 3 of the Open Forum
agreed to be crux of any film making endeavour.
In deliberating on ‘New Media opening new opportunities for the survival of the film industry’ David
Shapiro, Uplifting Cinema Pvt. Ltd., from America said that it ‘is the heart that has spoken for thousands of
years in theatre and drama and in film.’ He eloquently elaborated, “It’s same heart that has pulsed through
the veins of all these dramas.”
It’s not technology, he implored, but ‘what is in the heart’ that speaks. He finds that filmmakers have become
so enamoured by the equipment and abilities of the special effects that ‘we’ve lost touch with what
motivates people to watch a drama or presentation of art in the first place.’
He cited MTV in India as an example of wearing itself out in terms of content. “It became irrelevant to
people’s lives and they tuned into things that made them smile or brought them insight or moved them in
some way. That comes not from the cameras but from the heart.”
What counts he noted is how relevant the film is to the audience, what is the means of delivery to them, and
what is the content communicated. He said, “No matter what the technology employed, there is a
demographic to every audience in mind. Each projects has to be tailored to the people you are speaking
and that is completely separate from the way in which the film technology used. You have to consider the
means of delivery. Are you going to sell to video in demand like Netflix or a theatrical distribution?”
All the panellists agreed that content still holds a pivotal position in filmmaking. Vinod Ganatra, Chairman,
Non-feature Film, IFFI 2018 expressed his concerns over been the ‘yehbhilehloh’ culture of the current crop.
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He stated that emphasis was on the script in
the old days, and shooting on celluloid
meant careful selection of frames and shots.
However digitisation has changed this.
He praised the transformation in film
making over the years with young film
makers making excellent movies. He recalled
movies like Kharvas. He noted that short films
are taking over the space, with even the
duration of feature films getting shorter. This
year they received an incredible 60percent short
film submission in all entries.
Making his debut at IFFI this year with his national award
winning Sinjar, Pampally noted that the current
advancements had definitely enhanced his journey.
He’s made 40 short film prior to this. While
technology has made it easier for younger
generations to make movies faster, there is a need
he felt, to focus on the craft.
The short presentations were followed by a round
of thought provoking Q N A session. On asking
about the merits and demerits of new media, Shaji
Karun, veteran filmmaker observed that
digitalisation has enhanced the production
process in terms of correction of images,
reconstruction; many interpretations of the images
can be manipulated. He spoke of movies like
Avatar, Titanic that played heavily on VFX. But the
downside he felt that movies that rely on this sort
of technology lose their local touch.
When asked about the training required to get
started Ganatra was quick to point the
emergence of films schools mushrooming across
the country. He felt that the faculty at times are
inadequately trained and such institutions can
reach out to independent filmmakers for support.
Young filmmakers as a result of poor guidance
lose hope and get frustrated with the whole
process.
The event was hosted by N Shashidhara, Vice
President, FSSI, Southern Region.
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